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1. Introduction

2. Uni-directionalisation of the Maxwell equations

DE ttzz ∂=∂ 0µ
• In vacuum the splitting into waves running to the right and to the left is

  exact: 01
2 =∂−∂ E

c
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• In a dispersive (χ1), quadratric nonlinear (χ2), nonmagnetic medium
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with the operator R determined to satisfy the dispersive properties
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This equation is valid for broad and narrow pulses since the correct
dispersion is modelled; this is a KdV-type of equation, known in surface
water waves (1895, Korteweg – de Vries).

3. Double-pumped pulses
In a linear medium the field for a pulse of amplitude q and frequencies
              is a modulation of a carrier wave:ωω ∆±

( )( ) ( )tzktzKqElin ωωω −−∆= cos)('cos4

 envelope  carrier wave
Non-linearity induces deformations of the envelope; but the size of the
deformations depends just as well on the frequency difference; the
determining parameter is the quotient
The following plots illustrate the deformations in the envelope of the signal at
different positions.

• The third order contribution will dominate  the second order terms for small
   frequency difference; this leads to deformations of the envelope: amplitude
   increase and characteristic secondary modulations of a third of the original
   modulation length.
• Equation (∗) describes the complete uni-directional electric field. For broad
   pulses it is possible to derive an NLS-amplitude equation from (∗).
   Using this NLS, formally the double pumped pulse can also be calculated,
   provided that the frequency difference is small (but not too small to prevent
   a mix-up of orders in a series expansion as above). The NLS-solution is
   comparable, but less accurate, than the solution described in section 4.
   In fact: the NLS solution will not show the asymmetrisation from the different
   contributions of the two side bands (since δ = 0).
   See [2] for comparable envelope deformations in NLS-bi-solitons, and [3] for
   a low-dimensional model to describe the deformations.
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The validity of the NLS-equation to describe the non-linear deformation of pulses
is restricted to  broad pulses.  Here (see 2) we present  for  quadratic  non-linear
material  a uni-directional model equation that describes both broad and narrow
pulses.

 for right travelling waves: .01 =∂−∂ E
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the splitting leads to an equation for right travelling waves (cf [1]):

Using the uni-directional equation we study a double pumped signal. The
size of the deformations of the envelope (see 3) is not only determined by
the amplitude, but just as well by the frequency difference. We present an
analytic solution (simplified in 4) to explain this as a dominating third order
contribution.

./ ω∆q

The Maxwell equations for pulses in one spatial dimension for TE-modes is
described by the bi-directional wave equation for the electric field
component in terms of the dielectric displacement like

5. Conclusion and remarks about NLS

4. Explanation of the envelope deformation
Looking for a solution of (∗) as series expansion in the amplitude q:
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this expansion turns out to be not uniform in ∆ω.
Actually, it holds that                               and hence the expansion involves
two parameters and the ordering becomes mixed up if
Some details of the solution (see the schematic plot of the mode generation
from the quadratic nonlinearity):

• the first order term is a modification of the linear solution, with a correction
  of the wave number (non-linear dispersion relation) to prevent resonances
  in the third order:

• the second order results from interactions of the basic frequencies;

• the third order term contains side-band contributions from interactions of
  the 1st and 2nd order mode; this side-band contribution reads

   with the coefficients                   and

  Observe the effects  of 1) the frequency difference and 2) the
  asymmetrization if
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